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NFL Draft 2015 Scouting Report: RB Zach Zenner, So. 

Dakota State 

*Our RB grades can and will change as more information comes in from Pro Day workouts, leaked 

Wonderlic test results, etc. We will update ratings as new info becomes available. 

*We use the term “Power RB” to separate physically bigger, more between-the-tackles–capable RBs 

from our “speed RBs” group. “Speed RBs” are physically smaller, but much faster/quicker, and less likely 

to flourish between the tackles. 

 

I probably had the opposite scouting/awareness journey on Zach Zenner than you had. Many people 

asked me for weeks, “What do you think of that Zenner kid from South Dakota?” I put off any real 

answer until I could see his NFL Combine and/or Pro Day numbers, because eyes lie…especially on FCS 

talents blowing away FCS defenders. 

Zenner received an NFL Combine invite and ran a 4.60 40-time with average agility, and an average-to-

good everything else. It was cute…the 4.60, a fullback-looking guy trying to get into the NFL. Big deal. 

NFL story over, right? 

I finally sat down to research Zenner deeper and started by watching highlight tape…not bad. On an 

overview/’best of’ tape you see a scrappy, 110% runner doing some respectable work. I’ve seen it 

before—talented guy crushes the FCS. I know he runs a 4.60, so I’m not all that worked as he runs up-

the-middle, past everyone on North Dakota State or Butler. As I went a little deeper into his highlight 

tape, I thought I saw some Nebraska helmets that he was doing work on…and it was. Good. Let me 

watch him against Nebraska, and we’ll see what we have. 

Next thing I know, I see he’s doing the same nifty work to the Cornhuskers as he did to his FCS 

opponents. Then, I go check his stat line in the game after I’m a few plays into watching—21 carries for 

202 yards and 2 TDs at Nebraska. Hmmm. Pretty impressive. Perhaps it was luck or just a good game? It 

made me wonder if this was a ‘one-off’. 

Zenner faced three D1 teams in his career since he became the starter for SDSU. Going at Kansas (2012), 

at Nebraska (2013), and at Missouri (2014). Guess what? All 100+ yard rushing performances in those 

three games. Not just barely over 100+ either…he averaged 164.0 yards rushing in the three games. Add 

in receiving yards and make it a cool 193.9 total yards for Zenner against D1 competition…and not ‘soft’ 

D1 opponents either (except Kansas maybe). This gets my attention. 

Try as much as I could to dismiss him from the tape, he just kept finding a hole…finding a way…making a 

play. It’s not like no one knew he was getting the ball, but it didn’t matter. He’s just 'one of those kinds' 
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of a RBs…the kind no NFL team has real plans for, then you wake up one day, and he’s your team’s 

leading rusher. Kinda like Chris Ivory…same vibe, but not same-style runners per se. 

I don’t know how he does it, but Zenner always seems to elude the first hit. He always seems to find the 

little seam in the blocking congestion. He always seems to run for 100+ yards in a game. He always 

seems to score a TD. He’s just a really instinctive runner, and a better-than-you-think athlete. He has the 

size at 5’11”+/223. He’s an NFL RB…a possible starter. 

In Zenner, you are getting a RB with acceptable NFL-speed (4.60)…it’s not awesome, but it works. He’s 

not going to be Jamaal Charles or anything, but he will slice you to death with savvy 4-5-6-7+ yard runs. 

He runs physical, but more importantly he runs smart or has a sixth-sense of avoiding initial contact. 

Zenner finds a way to make yards. He’s a bigger Danny Woodhead…he just finds a way. He has enough 

speed and agility to go with his instinct and size to make him a very solid, effective runner. 

Will you have a superstar on your hands with Zenner? Probably not. Will you have a valuable part of 

your backfield…whether solo or part of a duo? Yes. Zenner has decent hands for the passing game, and 

runs very slick decoy screens…just a savvy player. He pays attention to the minor details of the game. 

Whatever he lacks in high-end measurables, I say he makes up with cunning and effort. He’s been 

accepted into medical school to study to become a surgeon…he has that kind of IQ, and yes…he can slice 

and dice you (had to do it). 

Zach Zenner is going to be a quality RB in the NFL, a possible three-down RB…especially if he gets into a 

one-cut system—he could be an Alfred Morris-type as a runner. He’s going to be a valuable asset in the 

locker room and on special teams if needed. 

On the downside, Zenner will probably run into a bias being a Caucasian RB, but if he can get past that, 

and not get stereotyped as a fullback, or just for short yardage or just special teams guy—he could 

become a shocking, very productive NFL RB.   

 

Zach Zenner, Through the Lens of Our RB Scouting Algorithm: 
 

Check out these output numbers, and yes it is against mostly FCS teams, but these are still very 

impressive tallies even for an FCS runner: 

 -- In his last two seasons (excluding one game he had just 8 carries), Zenner has rushed for 100+ yards in 

a game in 23 of 27 games played. 

 -- In those four games that he was below 100+ yards rushing, Zenner posted enough receiving yards to 

jump over 100+ total yards in every game. Zenner tallied 100+ total yards in every game (except the one 

low carry game) he played in the past two seasons. That is sensational. 
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-- In his last two seasons (excluding one game he had just 8 carries), Zenner has rushed for at least one 

TD in a game in 25 of 27 games played. 

I referenced Zenner’s amazing body of work versus the three D1 teams he faced. In case you were 

wondering if his 100+ yards rushing performances were all done by grinding on heavy carry counts…here 

are his ‘longest’ runs in each game versus D1 opponents in his career: 

40-yard run vs. Nebraska 

75-yard run vs. Missouri 

99-yard run vs. Kansas 

  

Physically, Zenner is just ‘OK’ speed-wise for the NFL. He has NFL-acceptable on speed-agility, but more 

on the back end of ‘acceptable’. What’s lost in the so-so speed-agility, Zenner posted a 41” vertical and 

dropped 25 reps on the bench press. He’s an athlete…better than given credit. 

You are getting a solid athlete with amazing college performance here. 

 

The Historical RB Prospects to Whom Zach Zenner Most Compares Within Our System: 

 

Zenner could go the Jordan Roberts route. Roberts was a phenomenal athlete at 220-pounds out of 

Charleston in 2013. He was a stellar performer in college, but also a workout warrior for sure. He went 

undrafted and has kicked around the CFL and NFL fringe…and is now in a football league I’ve not heard 

of. 

OR… 

Zenner could go the Alfred Morris route…overlooked to some degree in the NFL Draft. Was never 

expected to start but won the starting job by attrition as a rookie for Washington, and became an 

unplanned star. 

He is somewhere within these two stories. 

We’ll see which plays out. 
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RB 
Grade 

Last First College Yr H H W Speed 
Metric 

Agility 
Metric 

Speed 
Metric 

Agility 
Metric 

7.09 Zenner Zach S. Dakota St. 2015 5 11.4 223 0.59 6.00 9.71 7.52 

7.28 Roberts Jordan Charleston 2013 5 10.0 219 1.99 5.64 11.13 7.24 

3.27 Morris Alfred Fla Atlantic 2012 5 10.1 219 -2.47 6.76 5.74 5.66 

4.51 Williams Damien Oklahoma 2014 5 11.2 222 2.14 -0.09 5.78 7.17 

3.75 Haley Richard Minn-Crook 2013 5 10.4 206 -5.97 2.22 5.92 7.31 

2.32 Russell Donald Georgia St 2013 5 10.2 214 -2.29 -0.42 8.87 7.59 

 

*A score of 8.50+ is where we see a stronger correlation of RBs going on to become NFL 

good/great/elite. A score of 10.00+ is more rarefied air in our system and indicates a greater probability 

of becoming an elite NFL RB. 

All of the RB ratings are based on a 0-10 scale, but a player can score negative, or above a 10.0 in 

certain instances. 

Overall rating/score = A combination of several on-field performance measures, including refinement for 

strength of opponents faced, mixed with all the physical measurement metrics—then compared/rated 

historically within our database and formulas. More of a traditional three-down search—runner, blocker, 

and receiver. 

*RB-Re score = New/testing in 2016. Our new formula/rating that attempts to identify and quantify a 

prospect’s receiving skills even deeper than in our original formulas. RB prospects can now make 

it/thrive in the NFL strictly based on their receiving skills—it is an individual attribute sought out for the 

NFL, and no longer dismissed or overlooked. Our rating combines a study of their receiving numbers in 

college in relation to their offense and opponents, as well as profiling size-speed-agility along with hand-

size measurables, etc. 

*RB-Ru score = New/testing in 2016. Our new formula/rating that attempts to classify and quantify a RB 

prospect’s ability strictly as a runner of the ball. Our rating combines a study of their rushing numbers in 

college in relation to their offense and strength of opponents, as well as profiling size-speed-agility along 

with various size measurables, etc. 

Raw Speed Metric = A combination of several speed and size measurements from the NFL Combine, 

judged along with physical size profile, and then compared/rated historically within our database and 

scouting formulas. This is a rating strictly for RBs of a similar/bigger size profile. 

Agility Metric = A combination of several speed and agility measurements from the NFL Combine, 

judged along with physical size profile, and then compared/rated historically within our database and 

scouting formulas. This is a rating strictly for RBs of a similar/bigger size profile. 
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2015 NFL Draft Outlook: 

CBS Sports typecasts Zenner as a fullback with a late round grade, which is ridiculous---as far as calling 

him a FB prospect. He should be with the RB prospects if guys like T.J. Yeldon are. ESPN has him as the 

14th best RB prospect, which is a solid tip of the cap.  He’s simply been too good at the FCS level to go 

undrafted. His measurables say very late-round pick, but his performance warrants a top-150 pull. In the 

end, I suspect he’ll be a later 3rd-day draft pick. 

If I were an NFL GM, I’d have Zenner on my draft list for sure. I wouldn’t go out of my way, but I’d try to 

grab him late…seeing hope as an effective RB, and on special teams. I would be ecstatic if he went 

undrafted, and I picked him up that way. 

 

NFL Outlook:    

No clue. One team could take him as FB/special teamer, and he’d be a ghost for years. Another team 

could take him with the intention of giving him a chance to play RB—and he might sneak up and become 

a starter in short order, to the shock of the people who took him…much less a shock to the fans. He’s 

going to be a quality NFL RB if he gets the chance, probably not a star, but productive and respected. He 

may ditch the NFL quickly to become a surgeon in the end, if overlooked in the NFL. 
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